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OLD JAVANESE RAMAYANA 25.25 AND 24.117ab:

A STUDY IN LITERATURE AND PÂSUPATA SAIVISM

Max Nihom, Vienna

In the early thirties the Indian scholar Himansu Sarkar noted that a verse of
the Old Javanese Rämayana bore some uncanny resemblance to the Sanskrit

Bhattikävya. The implication, that the model for the Javanese poem was not
the Sanskrit epic but rather this mahäkävya, was later taken up by Mano-
mohan Gosh and subsequently convincingly demonstrated by Hooykaas. It
was also noted that after canto 17 the Javanese appears to go its own way.1

Of the final third of this poem held to be the oldest example of Old
Javanese literature,2 undoubtedly the most challenging portions are canto 24,

which describes Lëhka after the defeat of Rävana, and canto 25,3 which
contains an account of the hermitage of Bhäradväja observed from the
chariot Puspaka. It has been noted that these chapters contains many verses
written in an exceedingly difficult and obscure style. In particular, verses
25.12-71 describe the inhabitants ofthe hermitage as animals in an idiom
highly symbolic, allusive and exacting. The object of this study is to take

one of these verses, 25.25, and to try to make sense of it. Having done so, we
shall apply these insights to the half-verse 24.117ab which, containing no
less than three hapexes, has to date been resistent to understanding. It will be

proposed that these two verses contain in highflown poetic metaphor and

allegory some basic tenets of Pâsupata éaivism. The methodological point to

A history of the identification of the Indian antecedent of the Javanese Rämayana

may be found in Zoetmulder 1974: 226-230.

For a conspectus of the literature dealing with the date of the poem, generally now
considered to derive from the Central Javanese period sometime before 930 A.D.,
see Zoetmulder 1974: 230-233.

"The entire sarga is devoted to a description of the country which they [Räma and

Sita] pass across on their flight, as given by Rama in a most artificial kind of
language full of literary embellishments" and "... the relative simplicity and lucidity
of most of the earlier sargas have given way to an artificiality and obscurity which
often present the translator with insurmountable difficulties" (Zoetmulder 1974:

226, 230). Canto 25 has been translated by Hooykaas 1958a.
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be advanced is that these cantos ofthe Old Javanese Rämayana, despite their
indubitable Javanese nature, are not likely to be understood without
consideration ofthe beliefs of various schools of Indian religious sects.

There are two English translations of this chapter 25 which must be

taken into account.4 The first, by Hooykaas (1958b), is fairly literal.
However, one has the impression that a certain dearth of Indological
knowledge has impeded understanding of the Javanese, even as rightly the

author take pains to acknowledge the existence of puns and ambiguities in
the text. The second, by Santoso (1980), is much smoother. Nevertheless,
here one has the feeling that this suavity has on occasion gone so far as to
skate over many ofthe linguistic and semantic difficulties.

The verse to be examined reads as follows in Santoso's edition, with
the caveat that the first quarter is given as printed by Z 608 ad hayan.

mari yan hayar vela hayan pahavw3
mapulah milu h brata ya pâsupata3
makasisya sesi nikanah talaga
rin ikëtt-ikët t ikëtakën karunä '

Hooykaas, understandably as we shall see, evidently so despaired of this

verse that his attempt at translation is utterly cursory:

ashes...
take part in the vow of Siva Pasupati;

all the animals in the lake are his pupils
compassion...

Although printed as prose, I represent the translation of Santoso (1980: 682)
in verse so as to facilitate discussion.

4 Juynboll (1936) regards most of this chapter 25, inclusive verse 25, as an
interpolation and therefore provides no Dutch translation.

5 Compare, however, this as cited by Z 607 ad mahawu, "to smear os. with ash ?":
mari yan hayar vèlaha yan pahavu.

6 For printed pâsupata.

7 Santoso, by putting the second t of ikëtt-ikët and the first t of t ikëtakën in brackets,

evidently would like to delete them. This is a mistake. Both are necessary on
account ofthe metre; the second makes semantic sense. The doubling of consonants
for reasons ofthe metre, although rare in kakavins ofthe East Javanese period - that
is, all of them, save the Râmâyana itself - is not uncommon in this poem
(Zoetmulder 1974: 117).
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The water-hen stops swimming and emits a loud cry,
to assemble [the devotees] ofthe Pâsupata-order,
which has as adherents all the inhabitants ofthe lake,
and whose hymns express the sentiments of compassion.

The first line of the verse is rendered so as to conform to the reading mari

yan hayam vëlaha yan pahavü. Here, Santoso's emendation hayam, "water-
hen", is troublesome.8 Firstly, although most of Santoso's manuscripts read

hayan, which is incomprehensible, one source does have hayar, in turn the

reading occasionally adopted by Zoetmulder.9 ayam itself means 'fowl,
cock, hen' (Z 175). The terminus ayam alas does mean 'wood fowl, jungle
fowl', but the entries in Z do not provide loci which would induce one to

suppose that ayam itself could be a water fowl.
Presumably, Santoso has this meaning from Modern Javanese ayam-

ayaman, "a kind of water hen".10 In fact, hayam-hayaman is attested at

Rämayana 25.57a (kuya h hayam-hayaman sahajän mibër), where Santoso
does indeed translate: "There are water-hens which simultaneously fly
up".11

However, there is a problem here. Although admittedly in Old Javanese

the plural may be expressed by a zero morpheme, whence hayam-hayaman
could be considered singular or plural, not only do the environs contain only
singulars,12 but the reduplication of hayam would rather tend to lessen the

8 Cf. Santoso 1980: 812.

9 See supra.

10 Cf. Pigeaud (1982: 4): [een] s[oort] v[an] waterhoen.

11 Santoso 1980: 680 in fact reads h hayam-hayam an.... This does not effect the

argument. Hooykaas (1958: 373): "There the moor-hens - it is their nature to fly".
Z 176 ad ayam I reads kayu hayam-hayaman sahajän ibër and, referring to the
Modern Javanese dictionary of J. F. Gericke and T. Roorda (Javaansch-Nederlands
Handwoordenboek, Amsterdam/Leiden, 1901), for kayu hayam-hayaman suggests "a
particular] kind of tree". This makes no sense: even if one reads ibër rather than
mibër (Santoso mss. BCDEF), both words mean 'fly', although the former is a

substantive and the latter a verb. Moreover, there are no other plants in the vicinity
of this Rämayana passage. True, the third syllable should be short, but this may be

done by deleting the h (found in mss. BCDEF), and has no effect on kuya (found in
Kern's edition) as a deictic particle. All in all, interchange of a and u is not unlikely.
The reading of Santoso, which is evidently also the one silently adopted by
Hooykaas, makes good sense here and independantly confirms the interpretation of
25.25 offered below.

12 If memory serves, water-hens tend to be rather solitary.
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possibility that it be seen as a plural.13 As noted by Gonda (1950: 173, 190),

reduplicated items in Indonesian languages often are names of animals and

may also express similarity or likeness (p. 190). Thus hayam-hayaman
would rather mean 'an animal resembling a hayam'. Because Modern
Javanese ayam-ayaman does mean water-hen, it is therefore probable that
Old Javanese hayam-hayaman may do as well, even as hayam does not. This
then is yet another reason not to accept the emendation from hayam'hayar to
hayam.

However, having proposed this, Santoso at 25.25 is now constrained

to read vélaha yan rather than vela hayan. vëlah means 'paddle, oar' (Z
2237). Not only is vëlah evidently a nominal rather than a verbal form - this
is avëlah - but a) it is not clear that (a)vëlah is said of animals swimming,
as opposed to men rowing, and b) the function of the irrealis -a would
remain opaque in any case. Further, pahavü is taken as the prefix paha + vü.

Although avü/avuh as 'make a loud noise' is common in kakavins,\A the

form pahavü is not attested elsewhere. Moreover, the prefix paha is used

with roots "which indicate a quality, so as to make them predicates with a

causal meaning".15 In this sense, paha is probably not suitable for use with
*vw, although, the bare root not being attested, this is not certain. Lastly, I do

not understand how one might reasonably construe the second yan of... yan
yan as the co-ordinating conjuction 'and'.

In line b Santoso inexplicably has not rendered milu, 'join in', nor
brata, 'observance'. Further, even if one grants that pâsupata in n brata ya
pâsupata refers to the 'order of Paéupatas', then, because ofthe item milu, it
is more likely that pâsupata refers the members of the order than that has

reference to the order or sect itself. However, the term brata should not be

rendered as 'vow' as is done by Hooykaas:16 'observances' is better. The

13 Cf. Zoetmulder 1950: 91 for reduplication as expressing plurality in the Ädiparvan.
However, Gonda (1950: 177ff.), undoubtedly correctly, prefers to emphasize the

reiterative, distributive and collective functions. In fact, this fits the examples cited
by Zoetmulder as well.

14 Z2319.

15 Zoetmulder (1950: 45): "Paha- dient om van stammen, die een eigenschap
aanduiden, toevoegingswoorden met causatieve betekenis te maken." Otherwise put,
paha makes verbs from adjectives (Uhlenbeck in op.cit: V).

16 The "vow of £iva Pâéupati" is also incorrect, insofar as it could be seen to imply the

pasupativrata ofthe Siva Puräna.
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term vrata is a terminus technicus in the Päsupatasütra commentary named

Pancärthabhäsya and authored by Kaundinya, where it refers to practises
such as the thrice daily ash-bath (bhasmasnäna), the lying in ashes (bhasma-
sayana), and so on.17

Line c, however, has been better understood by Hooykaas insofar as

makasisya, 'act as disciple', is preferable to 'have as adherent'.
The last line is the most difficult. The root ikët means 'tie, band'. On

the other hand, the verbal forms ahikët, aniket-ikët, umikët etc., do not only
mean 'to tie, bind', but are also used in the sense of 'to compose' a poem, a

song and the like. This last meaning, 'to compose, arrange', is also that of
umikëtakën, of which t ikëtakën is an imperative or hortative18 Therefore,
while Santoso's translation lacks this modality, rendering ikëtt-ikët as

"hymns" is not unfeasible, although one might also translate 'ties', which
makes sense in terms of the ties, bonds, between a guru and his disciples
(sisya). Lastly, the Javanese does not, as far as I can determine, allow for the
translation "express".

Having criticized Santoso on many points, it is incumbent upon us to
advance a new translation. In fact, I shall advance two, both of which, I
should like to hold, are feasible,19 and both of which, in the end, imply the

same, although superficially directly opposed to each other. For the sake of

17 On the vratas ofthe Päsupatas, see Oberhammer 1984: 169-177. The vratas are the

niyamas peculiar to this school. Together with the five yamas, the more usual five
niyamas ofyoga (in Indonesia known as the dasasila) are considered to be yamas by
Kaundinya. This perspective is substantially shared by the Vrhaspatitattva (cf.
Nihom 1995a). The term dasasila is to be found at Rämayana 17.40. While in the

Vrhaspatitattva it functions both as the prerequisite and result ofyoga, at this locus,
where Sita laments the apparent death of Räma, it appears to preceed yoga:

sila tan hana gunanya rinäksa
tan wënah ya tumuluh lara nifi wan
sah narendra dasasila rinäksa
krodha tan hana jitendriya santa

Good conduct being guarded is of no use.
It is not capable of succoring the sorrow ofthe people.
The king guarded the ten percepts.
Anger was not. He had subdued his senses [and] was tranquil.

18 Ad umikëtakën, Z 671 distinguishes between 1) "to use st. to bind or to compose"
and 2) "= umikët". The present locus is arrogated to 1), which I believe is a mistake.

19 It should be noted that double translations are possible elsewhere in chapter 25.

Another example is 25.20, which I hope to discuss on another occasion.
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clarity this will be done in sequence, rather than trying to advance the
arguments for both simultaneously.

The key to understanding this verse is in fact Santoso's notion that the

subject of line a is the "water hen". Although, as per above, I cannot agree
that this is the meaning of ayam, nor can I concur with his emendation of
hayan or hayar to hayam, reading line a as mari yan hayar vela hayan
pahavü, one may propose with Z 608 that vela hayan be understood as

equivalent to vela haya-hayan, which is attested at Rämayana 24.117.20 For
vela haya-hayan Z 2237 hazards: "a kind of bird?". It is here that Santoso's
idea of "water-hen" shows itself as inspired. According to Webster's
Dictionary this bird, of the family Rallidae, in English is also called a

"coot", which is defined (p. 502) as: "any certain sluggish slow-flying slaty-
black birds that somewhat resemble ducks, have lobbed toes and the upper
mandible prolonged on the forehead as a horny frontal shield..." Now
clearly the horny frontal shield in the present context would be the 'third
eye' of Siva and the fact that the bird is slaty-black accords nicely with
pahavü (pa-havü) as 'that which is a smear of ash'. Taking hayar as equivalent

to *ayar, 'to unfold, spread out (to dry)',21 it follows that what the

coot would have to unfold are its wings, the smears of ash. This obviously
alludes to the bath of ashes (bhasmasnäna)22

Now if the coot is Siva or, what amounts to the same thing, a Pâsupata
Saivite guru or äcärya, it follows that the "all inhabitants of the lake" of
25.25c are his disciples (makasisya) and that ikëtt-ikët refers to the

guru/'sisya relationship, the "ties" between the coot and all the other
residents of the lake. These ties then enjoin (t) the coot/guru to forsake his
abdication (mari) of the observances (brata) of a pâsupata, to wit, the ash-

bath.

The coot, that had been unfolding its wings (the ash-smear) (that is, who
had been acting), stopped [doing so]

(Whereupon,) coming together, the [other] päsupatas joined in the

20 See infra.

21 Z 176, which also refers to Modern Javanese. This must be diayar, ajaran in
meaning 3) of Pigeaud (1982: 4): "[in (kleine) bosjes, uit elkaar gehaald] te drogen
gezet (geoogste rijst op erf)]". For completeness's sake, it should be noted that,
orthographicly, the equivalence of ayar and hayar is not a problem in Old Javanese.

22 See O'Flaherty 1971.
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observance (ofthe coot. That is, they also ceased performing the pâsupata
vrata consisting of bhasmasnäna)

They, all that inhabited the lake, (thereby) acted as disciples (to the coot),
Which, with reference to [their] ties [to him], induced/forced [him] to compose
compassion (for them and recommence acting).

This translation requires that one understand the action ofthe coot as a Pâsupata

vrata. This, because of the word pahavü, is surely implied.
Nevertheless, it also necessitates that vrata of line b be understood in the more
general sense of an observance, namely, that of emulating the guru, of
following or heeding the guru. This, however, is not really a Pâsupata âaiva

vrata but, as gurususrüsä, is one of the ten23 yamas.24 Consequently, if we

put the emphasis on the coot's remaining in the world and interpret the

unfolding (hayar) of the ash-smear (wings) not as the bhasmasnäna per se,

but as an action which preceeds flying, that is, release from the world/lake,
the inchoate transcendence ofthe coot (as Pasupati) vis à vis the world - we

may recall 25.57a (supra) where it is said that "There the coot who of its

nature (sahaja) flies" -, then the vrata of the Päsupatas of line b may be

seen as a statement of the necessity of a continuation of an specific kind of
engagement in samsära, namely, action in accordance with the will of the

Lord, even while one strives to obtain release.

This last theme is specifically treated in the Nakulïsa Pâsupata section

of Mädhava's Sarvadarsanasamgraha (65.4-16) during the discussion of
whether the Lord is a cause (paramesvarakärana).25 The pürvapaksin says
that if He were, then deeds by men would be without result (karma-
vaiphalyam). The uttarapaksin retorts that this is not so: an action, graced

by the will ofthe Lord, eventuates in a result (ïsvarecchanugrhîtasya karma-
nah saphalatvopapatteh)2^

23 In the Pâsupata Saivism of Kaundinya, the yamas, which include the traditional five
niyamas, are considered as ten, rather than five in number (cf. Hara 1984-86: 147;
1984: 237). This also holds for Saivism in the Indonesian Archipelago, where these

ten yamas are known as the dasasila (cf. Nihom 1995a)

24 See Pancärthabhäsya 27.7-28.21. Note that gurubhakti is the first ofthe five baia of
Ganakârikâ 3 (cf. Ratnatikä 5.21-6.12) and that the Pancärthabhäsya 3.10-11 (infra)
observes that the disciple should serve (upasadana) the teacher.

25 On the sources available to Mädhava, namely, the Pancärthabhäsya and the Ratna¬

tikä, cf. Hara 1958:9.

26 For a translation of this section, see Hara 1958.
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These notions are fundamental to Pâsupata thought. Thus, precisely in
the Pancärthabhäsya ad sütra 1.3 which prescribes lying in ashes (bhasmani
sayita) we find (10.3-4):27

yathä mrgä mrtyubhayasya bhitä udvignaväsä na labhanti nidräm /
evam yatir dhyänaparo mahatma samsärabhito na labheta nidräm //
As deer, afraid ofthe terror of death, dwelling in agitation, do not obtain sleep,
So a great-souled ascetic, intent on meditation, afraid of samsära, would not
obtain sleep.

In other words, a yoga of pure introversion alone is not sufficient: the
disciple must not be afraid of the hazards of the world, but must engage them
in a particular way.28 In Pâsupata éaivism the notions of vrata and vidhi are

two terms which cover the modes of such an engagement.
Moreover, Santoso's understanding of "whose hymns express the

sentiments of compassion" in line d, while surely not a literal translation,
does have some merit. The expression ikëtt-ikëtakën may indeed refer to the

composition of utterances, stories etc. (cf. Z 671). Understanding these

"hymns" as teaching, Pancärthabhäsya 3.10-11 is apposite:

anugrahärthä cäcäryasya pravacanavaktrtve pravrtti / tathä bhajana-
codanaprasädasivatvalipsopadesäd duhkhäntärthinah sisyasyehopa-
sadanapravrttih

The perceptor's29 inclination to be a speaker of an utterance has as object
sustaining grace [for the disciples].30 Likewise, on account ofthe instruction of

27 Compare Linga Puräna 1.86.42 (cited by Hara 1966: 175):

yathä mrga mrtyubhayasya bhita ucchinnaväso na labheta nidräm
evam yatir dhyänaparo mahatma samsärabhito na labheta nidräm.

28 The Päsupatasütras, and Kaundinya, discuss the proper manner of engagement in the
worldat 2.12-2.17. See also Hara 1982.

29 On the distinction in India between an äcärya and a guru, cf. Hara 1979. Hara
(p. 103) notes with reference to the Ratnatikä that: "In this text the guru is often
called angrahakärin (he who favours the pupil with instruction). This epithet is

never applied to the äcärya. On the other hand, the äcärya is often called apavarga-
gantr (he who goes to final liberation), but this never said of the guru." Clearly,
either Hara's interpretation ofthe Ratnatikä passus is incorrect, or Bhäsarvajfia, its

putative author, palpably is of a different opinion than Kaundinya in his Paficärtha-

bhäsya.

30 In the Pancärthabhäsya, anugraha must be distinguished from prasäda. I have the

impression that the former appears to supplant what in other &aivite schools is called
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worship (bhajana)?1 instigation (codana),i2 grace (prasäda),^ and strongly
desiring Sivahood34, for the disciple who has as object the end of misery, the
inclination to go to [the teacher] (must) obtain.

Hence, the teaching is an instrumentality, via the perceptor, of the grace of
the Lord, and the receptivity of the disciples, their willingness to acceed to
the teaching, is necessary. Adding to this the necessity of the disciples'
acting within samsära in accordance with the teaching, verse 25.25 may
now be translated somewhat differently, although the upshot is substantially
the same.

The coot who had been unfolding his (ashen-grey) wings (preparatory to
flying, so as to escape the world/lake), stopped (remained in the lake, the

world).
Coming together, the Päsupatas (the followers of the coot), joined in [his]
observance (remained engaged in the world).
They, all that inhabited the lake, acted as disciples (to the coot),
Which, with reference to [their] ties [to him], induced/forced [him] to

compose [utterances which are] compassion.

From the perspective of this translation, the meaning of the verse would
seem to be that Pasupati, because of his ties to the inhabitants ofthe lake, the

sthiti and that the term tirobhâva substitutes for samhâra. Cf. Paficärthabhäsya 7.6-
11; 14.21-23; 54.2-18; 55.6-8; 56.8-13; 60.4-6; 60.20-61.4; 147.14-17. The set of
three - utpädakänugrähakatirobhävakatva - are among the käranagunas (cf. 62.12-
15).

31 Cf. sütra 1.43 (bhajasva mâm). Hara (1966: 156) refers to 2.43, which is a misprint.

32 Hara (1992: 213), on Paficärthabhäsya 6.8-10, renders "God's propulsion". The
codaka is indeed the Lord, bhagavat (cf. 7.20; 91.1). codana is defined at 108.16 (ad
4.24, tan no rudrah pracodayät) at the close of the fourth adhyäya: codanam näma

jhänakriyäsaktisamyogahl uktam hi "rudrasyecchäpürvako yo yogo
jhänakriyäsaktibhyäm pasvädisu sambhavah, tac codanam ähur äcäryäh" II. See

also Paficärthabhäsya 3.11,14; 5.13; 7.7,10; 60.5; 137.21. On samyoga, cf. Hara
(1992: 212-214); Schultz (1958: 138-140).

33 Forprasäda, cf. sütra 5.40 (apramädigacched duhkhänäm antam isaprasädät) and

Paficärthabhäsya 5.21; 6.1; 46.3,9; 86.2; 118.12,23; 130.2,11; 140.15; 143.15,17,20-
22; 144.1.

34 sivatva is the summum ofthe system. On sivatvalipsä, cf. sûtra 5.45 (sivo me astu)
and especially the explanation of astu (astv iti kähksäyämlkähksati lipsati mrgayatity
arthah). Hara (1966: 156) refers to 5.40 (apramädi gacched duhkhänäm antam
isaprasädät), which is less appropriate. On sivatva, compare Paficärthabhäsya 14.20

(sadäsivatva); 118.13 (asivatva); 143.15 (asivatva); 146.4-5 (asivatva).
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pasus, does not completely absent himself from the world. As we shall see,

this does indeed not mean that the Lord's being a cause itself causes the
effect which is the disciples' liberation in the absence of action.

Before proceeding to an examination of verse 24.117ab, it should be

noted that the 'meaning' of the verse as ascertained is somewhat separate
from the allusions implied by the vocabulary. That is, we have heuristically
emphasized the 'verbs' -flying as a would-be escape from the world and

'stopping' as an act of cessation - and have thereby been forced, by the exe-

gencies of English, not to render the sectarian implications of the 'ash-
smear' (pahavü as bhasmasnäna) or observances (vrata) as referring to
specifically Pâsupata Saiva practises. In the highflown, one might even say,
exaulted, poetry of chapter 25 such appears to be difficult to circumvent,
even though hereby one loses much ofthe poetic effect.

If Rämayana 25.25 may be said to be difficult, 24.117ab is, in the

opinion of the present writer, next to impossible. Even so, if our
understanding of 25.25 as representing the Pâsupata sect and its practises is

defensible, then, given the occurence of vela haya-hayan at 24.117a and

given the fact that these two loci are the only ones where this term appears
in Old Javanese, as well as that both contain forms of ikët, it follows that the

assumption that one (24.117ab) might be approached in terms ofthe other

(25.25) may have merit.
There is, moreover, an extrinsic, structural motivation for proposing

that 24.117 and 25.25 may treat of similar matters. Namely, it has apparently

escaped notice that 24.116-117 and 25.57-62, as well as 25.25, share

several items of vocabulary. Verse 24.116 mentions three animals: the

jankun (a type of heron), the kuntul (another kind of heron) and the si bësi

(an unknown kind of bird). Just so verses 25.58-60:35 25.58 reports on the

jankun, 25.59 on the si manuk bësi, and 25.60 again on si kuntul. Verse
25.57, as noted above, mentions the coot (hayam-hayaman) in connection
with flying, even as 25.62 records the expression adas-das which together
with adas of 24.117 evidently constitute the only loci in Old Javanese for
this root. Therefore, it appears, at least based on this superficial analysis,
that chapters 24 and 25 have some structural relationships with each other.

35 As noted by Hooykaas (1958b: 373) and affirmed by Santoso (1980: 815), these
three verses recall the story of the heron and the crayfish, also known from the
Indian Pancatantra, as well as Southeast Asian versions. See Klokke 1993: 139,
185-186,211-212,224-225,242-243.
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Rämayana 24.117ab:

tan n olëg tan vutah deh si vela haya-hayän doyan n itëk-itëk
kekët cittanya yan ton kuduk adëpa duduk hkäne pudak adas36

Hooykaas (1958: 282):

The vëla-bird has no dislikes and does not vomit, fie! it is unsuitable to be
fond of mud.
His thoughts are captivated at seeing the squatting frogs, sitting there
in numbers on the pudak-flowers.

Santoso (1980: 642):

The crow took no adversion to, nor did he become nauseated from eating
the blenny, on the contrary, he was very fond of it. He was mystified when
he saw a frog in front of him sitting on a pandanus flower staring at him.

It is not unfair to state that neither of these translations convey much meaning.

Nevertheless, since this half-verse has no less than three hapexes - itëk-
itëk, kuduk, and adas - and two items which only occur twice - *ulëg and
vela (haya-)hayan - any attempt at a trenchant blow-by-blow critique of the

two translations above is useless. Consequently, we proceed directly to venture

to understand the verse from the perspective of 25.25.

a) I presume, after Z 608 ad hayan, that vela hayan of 25.25a and vela

haya-hayan are identical.

b) The term olëg is traced back by Z 2110 to *ulëg. The only other
recorded occurence is the form kolëg at Kiduh Harsavijaya 4.48b.37
Zoetmulder hazards that the root may be equivalent to *ulug and for olug
proposes "lacking in, short of, failing in" etc. (Z 2114). The first meaning in

particular may fit. Recalling that we have proposed that 25.25 and this half-
verse are related, tan n olëg might be rendered "not lacking in [action]".
That is, just as the coot of 25.25 ceased from his desistence from
observances (vrata) or from his removal from the world, so I see the vela

haya-hayan as not refraining from action. In other words, 'not lacking [in
action]', the coot does not abide solely in absolute transcendence.

c) vutah means "gushing out, spewed forth, poured out" (Z 2337).
'vomit' appears restricted to amutahakën etc. In any event, vutah may be

36 Santoso's ms. B reads adas.

37 Kiduh Harsavijaya 4.48b: Unira sri narapati rin sah abagus (s)asrhgära marum sipi
gavokisun mulat i vongira kaki pontes yan tarnen pupuh patahkise aluhuh sama
kasor mantrïnisun kolëg patahkisipun ndan san inujaran asëh smita anëmbah matur.
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used not only with liquids but also, after Arjunaviväha 16.12ab, is said ofthe
consequences of meritorious deeds (yaia).38 Consequently, the coot not
refraining from causal action, I understand tan vutah to specify that, even
though not not acting (that is, not not being a cause), for the disciples (the

frogs) consequences of the acting of the coot do not gush forth in the
absence of action on their part.39 That is, although the Lord is the cause, the

result obtains via the action of the disciples in the world in accordance with
His wishes.

d) Firstly, we should note that itëk-itëk is a metathesis of ikët-ikët. itëk-
itëk is a hapex which Zoetmulder (707) defines as "to live (play, wallow)
in the mud". As 'is fond of mud', this is also the translation adopted by
Hooykaas. Neither scholar motivates their respective translations: perhaps
their reasoning was somewhat like this. vdT 1.184b ad itëk, which is

undefined, refers to untëk (1.6la). Ad untëk-untëk, van der Tuuk refers us

to the entry of tëmbiluk (II.785b), "a kind of small aquatic worm (een soort

waterwormpje)", which is held to be equivalent to Malay and Javanese

ugëd-ugëd.4® Zoetmulder himself (Z 2123) ad untëk states: "a certain

aquatic creature (perhaps ModJ ugëd-ugëd, 'a tiny waterworm, mosquito
larvae', sas. untëk-untëk)".41 Therefore, if itëk-itëk is taken as parallel to

untëk-untëk, then, if untëk or untëk-untëk is a waterworm or the like, itëk-
itëk may be taken as 'to act like a waterworm, mosquito larvae', that is, 'to
live in (stagnant) water'. Similarly, Santoso's evident understanding of
itëk-itëk as a "blenny",42 is clearly secured from the same considerations as

the renderings of Hooykaas and Zoetmulder.

38 Arjunaviväha 16.12ab (Arjuna speaking):

saphala yasanta yan vutaha denya mavarah i rahasya nih had
kavënang ikäriyan kadi lëkasta rin acala rikäna rih gihä

39 In Sanskrit the explicit use ofthe notion of 'outflow' for the results of action appears
to be limited to the Jains who use the term äsrava. However, the Buddhists often
use the item säsrava, or säsrava, to refer to bad, or black, karma resulting from
action. Edgerton (1970: 111) renders this "evil influence, depravity...", but perhaps
Levi's rendering "écoulement" is better.

40 Cf. Wilkinson n.d.: 626a. ugëd-ugëd is not found in Pigeaud.

41 See infra.

42 A kind of fish.
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This reasoning, insofar as it could represent those of the scholars
mentioned, is ingenuous but, I believe, may be besides the point. Let us start
again: Ad itëk, vdT 1.184b refers to untëk (1.6la). There, in addition to the
references noted above, one finds untëk associated with Modern Javanese
utëk. Ad utek (sic) (oetek), Pigeaud 427 distinguishes between utek I, with
the meanings 'brains' which are edible and understanding, comprehension,
and utek-utek I and II. The first means 'to whine (treuzelen, zeuren)'; the
second is 'to keep touching unnecessarily with one's fingers (men komt
(onnodig) telkens m[et] d[e] vingers aan), to fiddle with (men knoeit aan)'
and also refers to utak-utëk. In turn, as a substantive utak-utëk he defines as

'hanging around at home (thuis blijven rondhangen)', while as verb, we
again find 'one touches with one's fingers.' These two definitions for utak-
utëk would seem to share the meaning 'to pudder about/around (with)'.
Now, if itëk-itëk may indeed be associated with Modern Javanese utek-utek
and utak-utëk, which does not seem unreasonable, it follows that itëk-itëk
might mean to hang around a place and to be active while there. For itëk-
itëk I therefore propose the translation "to pudder about/around in, to mess
around in,". This notion fits well with the idea that Pasupati (the coot), by
his teaching, is still engaged in the world.

Therefore, if our interpretations of b) and c) are correct, it now follows
that although superior to the world (the lake of 25.25) in that it does not
touch him - for him there are no karmic outflows resultant upon his
actions -43 the coot has yet consented to involve himself in the material, the

world/lake. Hence, "he is eager (doyan) to pudder about in [the world]."
e) I should further like to hold that the occurence of kekët... pudak

may be significant. Not only is the root ikët hereby shared with 25.25, but
since ikët is used in connection with composing stories etc., and because we
have proposed above that the coot involves himself in the world via the

Pâsupata teaching, pudak here might be an indirect reference to the

pandanus flower as material on which one writes.44 I hasten to add,
however, that this is purely conjecture.

f) The hapex kuduk is held to be a frog by Zoetmulder (Z 909),
Hooykaas, and Santoso, although more usual words for this are vilah and

43 Cf. Sarvadaréanasamgraha 64.11-12: paramesvarasya paryäptakämatvena karma-
sädhyaprayojanäpeksäyä abhävät.

44 Cf. Zoetmulder 1974: 135-137 Vas, pudak is especially mentioned with reference

to writing of love letter/poems, which may have been intended not to be conserved.
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manduka.45 The frogs are the equivalent of the inhabitants of the lake of
25.25 who are disciples ofthe coot.

g) The term adas is again rare. Z 375 does not provide a definition.
However, we may note that that this line has many words with d. Of these,

adëpa is from the root dëpa (Z 390) which Zoetmulder relates to rëpa. In
analogy, I suggest that adas be understood as from ras, "deeply moved,
disturbingly effected" (Z 1514). Interestingly, Van der Tuuk (1.161a) records

only adas, said to be Sasak, and glosses it by nuhgan adas: "be impure as a

result of menses or coitus,46 insofar as purification has not yet taken
place".47 The alteration of d and d is not particularly significant, so we may

propose that adas refers to turbidity, taken as the opposite of clarity or purity,

of mind or body. This is supported by Rämayana 25.62 where we find
both a mention of adas-das (evidently referring to the manuk tambën4^ in
line b) and, in contrast (in line d), the mention ofthe manuk soca, 'the pure
bird(s)'.49

Not lacking in [causal action] nor gushing forth [effects], surprise!, the

coot is [still] eager to pudder about in [the world].
His intentions (to teach) have been composed seeing the frogs (disciples)
deeply troubled huddled on the pudak flower.

Given the difficulty of these chapters of the Old Javanese Rämayana, it
would be presumptious to submit that the problems of language and

If this allusion is implied by the poem, it must refer to the 'love' between the

disciple and God. See the commentary of the Paficärthabhäsya on Päsupatasütra 1.5

(nirmälyam) where the garland is worn bhaktivivrddhyartham. However, Z 1428 ad

pudak I observes that "in R[ämä]y[ana] pudak not as writing material".

45 vdT II. 139b ad kuduk supplies a question mark and no further information, save
"*nduduk".

46 tuhgah, as in tugah-tuhgah, is attested at Rämayana 24.103d (tugah-tugah nya mahgah
mahgagai gigirën saktin kahahëtan) and means "mating, covering (animals)" (Z 2070).

47 vdT 1.16la: onrein zijn ten gevolge van de stonden of de coitus, daar de reininging
nog niet heeft plaats gehad.

48 "name of a bird" (Z 1918).

49 Rämayana 25.62, as provided by Santoso:

kuya ta vihaga mahkuk kapva loglog bano bäp
madulu-dulur adas-das na h manuk tambëh akveh
manëpi-nëpi yapan sor nä ri soso(r) svari sor
maharih-arih arihrih rih manuk soca kârih
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interpretation adduced here have been definitively solved. For that, these

two verses contain far too many hapexes and rare and difficult words.
Nevertheless, the proposed translations do perhaps have the merit of
suggesting that the author of the Rämayana had a detailed knowledge of the

tenets of Pâsupata Saivism.
There is no doubt that the Päsupatasütras themselves were known in

classical Indonesia.50 Collaterally, the understanding of the dasasila in the

Vrhaspatitattva - dasasila here being the equivalent of ten yamas of the

Pancärthabhäsya - is intermediate between the treatment of the five yamas
and five niyamas in commentaries to the Sähkhyakärikäs and the treatment

Hooykaas (1958b: 369):

There are numbers of birds squatting down; the numerous baho-herons stride
along;
those numerous birds that are mute, peep about, and keep each other company;
frequently they go to the banks for beneath there are water insects to outwit;
they are amused by the caresses of the clean birds who are stroking
themselves

Santoso (1980: 691):

An owl is hopping along with a lot of storks, followed by the tambën-birds
which run along. They swing aside when they see the casuaries-birds,
because they are always beaten when fighting them. So they join the soca-
birds and stay with them in harmony.

Strangely, Z does not record this passus ad adas. See, however, Z 127 ad kärih,
where it is questioned whether one should read manuk soca kärih or manuk
socakärih. Z also suggests that this bird could be equivalent to the cukcak ("a part,
kind of bird", said to be "a small bird with blue feathers, Turdus analis", Z 336), but
adduces no reason for this identification. The manuscripts disagree about whether to
read soso or sosor. In either case, this is a hapex not defined by Z. The verse is again

very difficult: the following is provisional, to say the least.

Here the birds that squat, while the Z>ano-herons vehemently move (their
upper bodies) to and fro.
So the many tambën-birds that accompany [them] and that are very deeply
troubled not pure, adas-das)
Go close to the banks (of the river), for beneath (i sor) are females (nari)
with a low (sor) sighing sound (sososvari < svasa usvari Skt.
*utsvari)).
That relax, with soothing words to the manuk soca who are quieted.

50 Cf. "The Päsupatasütras on Bali". The material contained in this study - which was

presented as a paper at the International Conference on Sanskrit and Related Studies,

Cracow, Sept. 23-26, 1993 (cf. the abstract Nihom 1995b: 293) - will constitute a

chapter in a volume provisionally entitled Studies in Indian and Indo-Indonesian
Saivism. For a mention ofthe Pâsupata school in Cambodia, see Bhattacarya 1955.
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ofthe ten yamas by Kaundinya.51 Consequently, we may hold that at least

two, rather early, varieties, or sub-varieties, of Pâsupata âaivism were
available in classical Indonesia.

This is particularly interesting from a strictly Indological perspective
since hereby it may be proposed that not only does Indological material

directly assist us in understanding details and purport of Old Javanese

literary texts as diverse as the Rämayana, the Kunjarakarnadharmakathana,
and the Sivarätrikalpa, but that material found in the Archipelago, in
addition to clarifying problems associated with the textual history of
Buddhist tantrism,52 will also help one towards understanding Pâsupata
Saivism in India itself.53

51 Cf. Nihom 1995a.

52 Cf. "Diksä, Kala and the Stuti of Sivarätrikalpa 31.1-2", to appear in Bijdragen van
het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde; Nihom 1994: 23-115.

53 To date, very little work has been done on this promising approach. The pioneering
work of Zieseniss (1939, 1958) was undertaken before the publication ofthe
Päsupatasütras and the Paficärthabhäsya and must, unfortunately, be regarded as

largely antiquated.
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